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On the 29th of July 2021 (1RY), the New Richmonder people joined alongside fellow New
Virginians, took decisive action, and grabbed hold of the reins of history.

The working people of the New Richmonder lands, in the spirit of their forebears who fought and
bled at Matewan and Blair Mountain, came together in solidarity with New Virginians across the
Commonwealth to engage in a glorious revolutionary struggle. They dreamed of building a new
Commonwealth through an end to the policy of tolerance for intolerance, the forcible removal of all
reactionaries, the foundation of an economy grounded in socialist principles to benefit the working
people, and the formation of a vanguard party to guide their society into a new age.

New Richmonders rejoiced in the Revolution and took direct action. When Comrade K. Riley
Hewitt issued a public declaration of support for the Revolution on behalf of the City of New
Richmond, our people mobilized and did what they could to advance the struggle for the workers’
rule over the Commonwealth. New Richmonders were on the frontline of the Siege of the Senate
Chamber and honorably served in the new revolutionary government.

In the end, the revolutionary government in the Commonwealth of New Virginia failed and
collapsed. While the 29th of July Movement did not fully accomplish what it set out to do in New
Virginia, it had sown the seeds of revolution in the New Richmonder people; and so, we proclaimed
the New Richmond Republic to carry on these ideals, and thus the New Virginian July Socialist
Revolution lives on as the enduring New Richmonder Revolution.

Under the leadership of the respected Mother of the Revolution, Chairwoman Brooklyn J. Hewitt,
the members of the 29th of July Movement in the New Richmond region reconstituted themselves as
the Blair Mountain League, swearing to learn from the errors of the past and to guide the New
Richmonder people into the future they had desired for all New Virginian peoples. We, the
members of the Blair Mountain League, proclaim this Manifesto as the basis of the party’s
philosophical and ideological line.



Preface
This Manifesto is a basic profession of the ideology of the Blair Mountain League, forming the core
of the party’s General Program. Within this document, the core positions of the party are identified
and described in basic terms – for more in-depth analysis of Hewittism or the other positions of the
party, one should turn to the written works and speeches of the respected Chairwoman Brooklyn
Hewitt and any other works upheld by the party as important to its ideological platform.

Ideological and philosophical core
The Blair Mountain League adheres to:

● Hewittism – the synthesis of the respected Chairwoman Hewitt’s micronational theories and
positions, including but not limited to:

○ Hewittian micropatriology;
○ microsocialism;
○ revolutionary micronationalism;
○ progressive intermicronationalism; and
○ state organization through people’s council democracy and the two great elements

theory;
● revolutionary socialism at the macronational level;
● social progressivism; and
● Appalachian identity, rights, and cultural advancement.

Hewittian micropatriology
MicroWiki defines micropatriology as “a social science concerned with the scholarly analysis of
micronations—and, in a broader sense, the study of the micronational community and
micronationalism as a political phenomenon or a hobby.” The Blair Mountain League adheres to the
micropatriological theories of the respected Chairwoman Hewitt, including but not limited to the
assertion that:

● Realism in relation to Hewittian micropatriology (not to be confused with C. Soergel
Publicola’s micropolitical theory of Sandum Realism) is the theory that micronations are, at
their core, small associations of people who work together to achieve the primary goal of
amusement and fun (alongside numerous other secondary goals), have a distinctive culture
(be it adopted, created, or synthesized), may or may not establish a small-scale state apparatus,
and may or may not exercise or claim sovereignty over physical territory; and, furthermore,
that micronations exercise a unique “micronational sovereignty” that is ultimately inferior to,
dependent on, and – in the worst circumstances – subject to repression by the encompassing
macronational sovereignty. Micronationalists who do not analyze themselves and their
micronations through the lens of realism are oblivious to – or in denial of – obvious truths at
best and deliberately disingenuous at worst, in particular those who identify as hardline
“secessionists.” Micronations which operate in denial of realism are often doomed to fail.

● When analyzed through the lens of realism, the classical micropatriological dichotomy of
secessionism and simulationism is fundamentally flawed. The perpetual debate between the
two so-called classes of micronationalists and micronations is rooted in a poor, fictionalist,
and excessively idealist interpretation of the material reality and geopolitical standing of
micronations.



○ A micronation cannot be truly “secessionist” in any meaningful way – for to take up
arms against the oppressing macronation and to actively work towards and struggle
for independence would be to lead a separatist movement rather than a micronation.
To claim secessionism is to be inherently un-realist, rooting the micronation in
fiction; for this reason, a far more apt descriptor for the hard-line “secessionists”
would be fictionalist. For a prime example of a micronation which is domestically
well-developed but whose outlook on micronationalism is tainted by a delusional
level of fictionalism, one should evaluate the Kingdom of Hrafnarall.

○ A self-proclaimed micronational project which is rooted mostly or entirely in fiction
(many of which have been rightly called simulationist projects) is not a proper
micronation; however, such projects are perfectly valid artistic endeavors in their
own right.

○ A far more apt dichotomy, therefore, is that of micronationalists (themselves placed at
various points on the spectrum between realism and fictionalism) and simulationists.

Microsocialism
Microsocialism is defined within Hewittism as a socialist-oriented system of micronational economic
and societal organization which is founded on micropatriological realism and pragmatism – the
construction of microsocialism is a perpetual endeavor, as the lives of the people and the effectiveness
of the societal structure can always be improved in some way. Microsocialism is recognized to have
been constructed in various non-Hewittist micronations, e.g. the Kingdom of Überstadt. Hewittism
seeks to establish microsocialism through various ways, including but not limited to:

● The establishment of a state microsocialist economy which is overseen by the economic
ministry (or other such organ) of the national government.

● Planned development of the state microsocialist economy through annual economic plans
enacted by the central government, which includes the annual government budget.

● The incorporation of state cooperatives – the fundamental units of the state microsocialist
economy, which consist of workers of particular specializations (e.g. agricultural workers)
and are founded on the principles of workers’ democracy, elective and recallable
management, fair pay, and fair hours.

● Allocation of state funds to citizens to help alleviate hardship, e.g. a citizen who cannot afford
rent may receive a hardship relief grant from the economic ministry to help pay.

Revolutionary micronationalism
The Blair Mountain League takes a revolutionary approach to micronationalism – though Hewittism
is an inherently realist ideology and therefore recognizes the subjugation of the micronation to the
macronation, the basis of our republic’s existence is our belief that the United States is a wicked and
repugnant empire which will inevitably fall to a people’s revolution. The work of the New
Richmonder state and party is revolutionary in character, aiming to provide for our people in ways
that the empire fails to. The existence of the New Richmond Republic is a testament to the
revolutionary spirit of the New Richmonder people; our party was named in honor of the
revolutionary work of our ancestors who fought and bled at Blair Mountain for the rights of
workers. We carry on their legacy in a way that is small by comparison but great in the lives of the
New Richmonder working people.



Progressive intermicronationalism
Within the realm of micronational diplomacy, the Blair Mountain League adheres to the respected
Chairwoman Hewitt’s theory of progressive intermicronationalism. The Hewittist line calls for the
state to work diligently to expose, undermine, and expunge the forces of reaction, bigotry,
chauvinism, fascism, etc. within the intermicronational community wherever they may rear their
heads; to this end, the state – under the guidance of the party – refuses to engage in diplomacy with
micronations that enact policies which run counter to this aim, including nations which are
themselves reactionary and states which tolerate or defend such vermin. The state must work to build
a broad coalition of realist, progressive-oriented micronations to stand together in opposition to
reaction. The state must also apply the lens of realism to foreign affairs, seeking to maintain a small
circle of intimate and proactive partners rather than hundreds of so-called allies with whom relations
do not extend beyond cordial Discord messages (as the Vishwamitrans are wont to do). The state
must work to carry out tangible diplomatic work, including in-person summits, trade arrangements,
etc.

New Richmonder governance - people’s council democracy and two great elements theory
The Blair Mountain League supports organizing the New Richmonder state apparatus through the
lens of the two interdependent micropolitical theories of the respected Chairwoman – people’s
council democracy and the two great elements theory, each working together to form the basis of
the Hewittist microsocialist republic.

● People’s council democracy - the foundation of the republic, the source of legitimacy and power
for the central state apparatus and the Hewittist party, is the rule of the people’s councils. The
councils are mass meetings of the entire people within a community (most often a single
home or very small group of homes) or organization (such as the military); all citizens can
attend, speak their mind freely, and engage in debate. Decisions and actions are made by the
party members of the council, who vote and enact ordinances in the name of the council,
taking into full account the range of the people’s opinions while ensuring that actions are in
line with the teachings of the party and the laws of the state. The councils elect and recall
their own representatives to the central government and exercise a number of checks on state
power, such as having the unilateral authority to call emergency meetings of the central
government.

● Two great elements theory - at the national level, power is divided among the two great
elements of the republic; the central government and the Hewittist party, both of which
derive their power and legitimacy from the people’s councils. The party holds full discretion
regarding affairs of philosophy and ideology, staunchly defending and ensuring that the state
adheres to the Hewittist line; in recognition of this, citizens must hold party membership to
exercise a vote in the people’s councils and to be eligible for election to the central
government. The central government is the proactive arm of the state, overseeing
day-to-day administration (whereas the party sets long-term goals for the direction of the
state), enacting and executing laws (which are superior to party rules and must be adhered to
by the party and its members), and administering justice (which applies equally to party
members and non-party members). The two great elements are equal in status and cooperate
in leading the people on to ever greater victories.


